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Ins ights  from LPI's  July members -only webinar pair well with the leading network's  lates t research report, titled "SOLRE: Demands  of a New
Affluent Generation." Image credit: Luxury Portfolio International (LPI)

 
By AMIRAH KEAT ON

Real estate marketing firm Luxury Portfolio International (LPI) is re-upping key insights regarding the next
generation of affluent consumers.

Those seeking to further understand the evolving preferences of this cohort the study backing May's State of Luxury
Real Estate (SOLRE): Demands of a New Affluent Generation release found that worldwide, 46 percent of luxury
homeowners are under the age of 35 should consider revisiting the latest installment of the leading network's report.
Following up on the research, Luxury Portfolio's principal researcher recently joined company representatives and a
members-only audience for a webinar slot, building on previous learnings by further contextualizing the wants and
wishes of wealthy homebuyers, to the benefit of today's agents.

The July 18 digital event was led by Chandler Mount, CEO of Affluent Consumer Research Company, the firm which
orchestrated the study and subsequent data backing LPI's SOLRE report.

Buoyant market
Titled "Marketing Luxury to the Global Elite," Luxury Portfolio's first webinar of the company's Q3/Q4 2023 season
begins with a primer, going back to basics before touching on demographic shifts and sector trends.

The session's title outlines the objective Mr. Mount aims to explore how best to help real estate agents maximize
messaging to draw consumers in amid a luxury estate landscape before delving into specifics on sentiment,
category purchasing, leisure activities and other areas of measurement relied upon for the SOLRE study.

The presentation moves on to paint an overall positive picture of a "buoyant" market.
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The presentation paints  an overall pos itive picture of a "buoyant" market. Image credit: LPI

Despite marginal month-to-month dips from September 2022 to May 2023, Mr. Mount's research suggests an uptrend
in recovery has taken place over the course of nine months, as far as the tool tracks demand across 28 high-end
categories, from auto to home to travel, and more market performance and consumer confidence are concerned.

Upward patterns continue into the high-priced real estate segment.

"There's no indication that we're seeing a pullback," Mr. Mount said.

"Certainly from month to month there is some variability, but the overall trend is really positive, especially in
categories like art and collectibles."

"These are areas that tend to predict future luxury spending."

Buyer expectations on the up-and-up
Affluent Consumer Research's leader also uses Tuesday's launches into the implications of said market conditions,
as they relate to luxury real estate.

Upward patterns  continue into the high-priced real es tate segment. Image credit: LPI

Buyer expectations are rising as a result of demand, with "attention to detail," "knowledge of the local market" and
"negotiation skills" ranking highest among buyers' top three must-have agent traits.

The same goes for those seeking added value.

"A luxury buyer is twice as likely to want access to exclusive services than just a regular affluent buyer, so someone
with money maybe not buying that top-end home," Mr. Mount said.

"That's a real distinct metric."

Luxury Portfolio International's original SOLRE report launched in May 2023 (see story).

Insights shared during the hourlong webinar are based on findings from Luxury Portfolio International's State of
Luxury Real Estate (SOLRE) report, as well as Affluent Consumer Research Co.'s U.S. Luxury Tracker.
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